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types of original background music.Q: Cannot give new folder to Gnome I
installed Xubuntu alongside win8.1 and everything was working fine
(graphics card problem). Unfortunately, I decided to upgrade and reinstall
Xubuntu, and since then I cant give new folders to Gnome. I can browse and
move files to or from the new folder, but I cant drag and drop it to another
folder. I'm on a laptop. Thanks for your help! EDIT: I tried pressing the mouse
on the top bar, and then when I did click the folder didnt appear. A: After a
couple of hours, I figured out what was wrong. I had installed Xubuntu
alongside win8.1, and after the Xubuntu upgrade and reinstall, I had
uninstalled some drivers from Win8.1. So the mouse couldnt be moved
properly, and some functionality on the mouse (zoom on/off, etc) was
disabled. Thanks for your help, anyway, since your answer was that I
should've mentioned what was causing the problem in the first place, I will
accept it now, and mark it as the right answer! Darth-Mjolnir sitting in a
tree... Kite flying over a shark... and one made from a toy car, a lighter, a
giant balloon... no, not a dragon. I can definitely get behind this Japanese
trend of using toys as the core of art exhibits. You can see more on that here.
This would be less surprising to me had the car not looked suspiciously like
this... Now I'm not saying it's art, I just want to point out that it is possible for
life to be a piece of art. Stay classy, New Jersey. Thanks to Anthony, who
asked a very good question and helped me give you a much better answer
than I originally had.Q: How do I center
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